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RegTox Solutions and Strobel Professional Services Team Up
for Prop 65
Combined Efforts Will Enhance Support for Automotive Parts Manufacturers
and Improve their California Proposition 65 Compliance and Product Data
Management
Mississauga, Canada: RegTox Solutions Inc. and Strobel Professional Services,
LLC (SPS) announced today a strategic collaboration that will help manufacturers in
managing their California Proposition 65 (Prop65) compliance requirements. The
focus will be on the automotive parts and manufacturing communities.
“Prop65 must be revisited each year by the manufacturer,” says Karen Neal
Strobel, President of Strobel Professional Services. “RegTox Solutions helps the
manufacturer every step of the way, reducing Prop 65 compliance liabilities through
its diligent and pro-active approach.”
“Strobel Professional Services provides a unique approach with extensive
automotive parts experience,” notes Tom Jonaitis, Principal Consultant for RegTox
Solutions. “SPS focuses on the digital product data delivery, which is an essential
step for any online product sales in the state of California.”
Some of the benefits available through this collaboration include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Combined decades of expertise in Prop65 and product data management,
“Start to finish” Prop65 process steps tailored to manufacturers,
Product analysis to determine Prop65 compliance risks,
Proper labeling for Prop65 products – both physical and digital labeling,
Facilitation of data delivery throughout the entire supply chain,
On-demand audits and annual review process to ensure the correct digital
data is displayed

RegTox Solutions has over a decade of experience in guiding and successfully
assisting companies address a wide range of scientific and regulatory problems,
such as Proposition 65. Strobel Professional Services brings over 35 years of
automotive knowledge for product data management. For more information please
visit the respective websites.
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